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RECOGNIZED 6 YEARS
IN A ROW FOR CUSTOMER 

SATISFACTION BY THE NATIONAL 
MARINE MANUFACTURER’S ASSOCIATION. 
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Welcome aboard. Our award-winning 2014 fleet has a boat perfectly designed to meet every need, budget and

desire. Our SSi, SSX, Sunesta and Xtreme entries rate as the world’s premier sport boats. Our Signature Cruisers

define luxury on the water. Nothing rivals the pleasure of owning a boat. Especially when that boat is a Chaparral.

Imagine the possibilities. Weekends spent wakeboarding, snorkeling, tubing and just enjoying the water. Push the

throttle forward and enjoy a sense of freedom and adventure or relax under the sun’s rejuvenating rays. What sets

Chaparral apart? Style that says elegance in every detail. Innovation that brings the boats of tomorrow on the

water today. Comfort that inspires you to return weekend after weekend. Value that delivers. Quality that just feels

right. Is there a Chaparral in your future? Get onboard. It will change your life. 



The World’s Finest Boats 
Are Built In Nashville, Georgia

When you’re shopping for a new boat, performance, price, quality and style certainly impact your decision. Equally important is the name on the hull side. Respected as a marine industry

leader, Chaparral is a name you can trust. Always has been. Ever been to Nashville, Georgia? With Chaparral as its nerve center and largest employer, the city is alive, steeped with heritage

and proud of its status as a leading marine manufacturer. In the last half century boat building has changed dramatically. Computerized routers, space age materials and amazing electronics

make today’s pleasure boats a technological marvel. However, while much has changed, much is still the same. Whether it was built in 1965 or 2014, every Chaparral is truly a labor of

love. Most of the process is still done by hand by expert craftsmen that take personal pride in every boat they build. People make the difference. Chaparral has the best and most

experienced boat builders in the industry. It all starts at the top. President Jim Lane and Founder Buck Pegg have steered a steady ship from day one. No other management duo in the

marine industry has more experience. Both are hands on every step of the way. A culture that focuses on innovation, quality manufacturing and excellence in customer service is led by

an experienced and forward thinking senior management team. While management leads the way, the real heartbeat of Chaparral is a team of employees that have taken boat building to

new levels of excellence. Many have fine-tuned their craft for more than 10, 20 or even 30 years. Boat building is in their blood. Chaparral has nearly 1,200,000 square feet under roof

spanning more than 150 acres. Centering our entire operation in Nashville, Georgia allows us to maintain the highest Quality Control standards. So how does Chaparral rate? At the top.

Chaparral has won an unmatched 45 awards for product excellence, 12 Boat of the Year Awards, the NMMA Innovation Award and several JD Power & Associates awards. We complement

our award winning boats with customer service to match. Chaparral has earned the NMMA CSI Award for Excellence In Customer Satisfaction six years in a row. We invite you to get

onboard...Chaparral is truly Leading By Design.
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All of our sport boats feature an integrated swim platform. View  the seamless styling. Mounted
close to the water, our platforms make it easy to move in and out of the water. A three step 
telescopic boarding ladder with a top rung grab handle mounts in its own compartment.    

THE PERFECT LAUNCHING PAD

All new for 2014, our SSi, Sunesta and Xtreme sport boats all feature Chaparral’s next gen-
eration in helm design. Elegant, classy and eye-catching, the fiberglass helm and side panels 
are vinyl wrapped with detailed top stitching that is similar to the world’s ultimate luxury 
automobiles. The accessory panels have illuminated Power On rocker switches with water-
resistant breakers instead of fuses. Digital instrumentation features fog-resistant lenses with
stainless steel bezels. There’s room on the dash for Garmin electronics. A polished spoke
steering wheel is standard with leather upgrades available. Finally, a stereo remote is standard. 

ALL NEW HELM DESIGNS FOR 2014

From the new dual angle U-Slide lounge offered on our Sunestas and Xtremes, to the multi-
position sun/chaise lounge on our SSi offerings, to the adjustable aft seats on all of our SSX
Series offerings, Chaparral’s interiors are designed to open all kinds of possibilities. 

MULTI-PURPOSE TAKES ON A NEW MEANING

Innovation SETS CHAPARRAL APART

YOU’VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING 
LIKE A CHAPARRAL. 

We never settle for me-too. Pull up on the launch ramp or into a crowded marina and you won’t find another boat with Chaparral’s lines, styling and feeling of 
quality. Evidence the innovative and eye-catching Powerline™ hull contours in our newest SSX offerings. Or the Wide Tech™ bow styling in our SSi, Sunesta and
Xtreme models. No matter which model you select, the look is bold, sleek, seaworthy and uniquely Chaparral.  
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Extended V-Plane is a no-nonsense approach to bottom design. Unlike rivals that come up as
much as two feet short in the critical area where the fiberglass meets the water, our award-
winning Extended V-Plane running surface stretches full length. In demanding and shifting
water conditions, a longer and wider running surface means smoother, more controlled per-
formance. Extended V-Plane puts the all-important area beyond the stern drive cavity to work
so every inch of fiberglass you paid for is delivering the best ride possible. The added length
acts like trim tabs, allowing our boats to stay on plane at slower speeds with improved fuel
economy while towing wake boarders. Additionally, you won’t find a quicker planing V-bottom. 

Own a boat house? Travel waterways with shifting tides and low-profile bridges? Stow
your boat in dry-storage? If any of these are part of your boating lifestyle, Chaparral’s
new electric and manually hinged arch towers are the perfect answer. Innovative styling.
Excellent fit and finish. Available on select sportboat models in black or white, our new
towers are available with board racks that are either standard or optional.  

Chaparral’s quest for innovative excellence extends to areas you can't see.  We rely
exclusively on stainless steel hardware.The difference is our cleats are reinforced
with supportive backing plates for an added measure of durability. Additionally, our
boats are designed with a molded drainage system to direct water away from the
storage lockers to help items inside stay dry. Now that's attention to detail.

WE TOWER ABOVE ALL RIVALS

INNOVATION IN THE DETAILS

PERFORMANCE ABOVE AND BEYOND
YOUR HIGHEST EXPECTATIONS

Innovation
SETS 

CHAPARRAL
APART

Chaparral takes an innovative approach to seat design. Depending on the model, our
form fitting bucket seats offer either an under seat mechanism or handy lever controls
in the armrests. A flip-up front cushion allows stand-up or sit down operation. In the
up position, the cushion fits close enough to form an elevated bolster. Additionally all
of our seat and sun pad cushions are constructed with 35-ounce expanded vinyl.
High density foam with mildew inhibitors is soft enough for a comfortable ride, yet
sturdy enough to maintain its shape. Flow foam is positioned between the structural
foam and the seat base to create additional space for moisture to escape. Aluminum
supports add strength and Starlite seat bases repel water better than wood. 

WE TAKE A BACKSEAT TO NO ONE

An innovative difference that distinguishes Chaparral from most
rivals is our boats are reinforced with Dupont Kevlar® for a
strong, secure and quiet ride. Considered among the strongest
composites available, Kevlar is used in the construction of 
bulletproof vests and delivers a better strength-to-weight ratio
than any other laminate. 

KEVLAR
®

KEEPS THE
STRENGTH UP AND THE 

WEIGHT DOWN



If you prefer to stay in the 20-foot range but insist on premier quality and style, there isn’t a boat that compares to the 206 SSi. We didn’t take any shortcuts inside or out. The 206 features

the best Chaparral has to offer including heavy-duty stainless steel hardware, plush upholstery, a new vinyl wrapped helm and Kevlar® construction. Want to add some value-minded extras?

Check out our new Preferred, Deluxe or Elite option packages. Options like a wakeboard tower, Garmin GPS, bowrider filler cushion and snap-in carpet add a custom touch. 

Sized for kids and adults alike, the
bow features an anchor locker, top
mounted rails, storage under the
seats and an insulated ice chest. 

BOW SEATING

New for 2014, the 206 showcases
a quality hand-wrapped vinyl helm
with digital instrumentation and 
illuminated rocker switches.

ERGONOMIC HELM

Enjoy a best-in-class 10 passen-
ger capacity with exceptional
cargo space. Recessed fiberglass 
side panels create an open feel.  

FULL-WIDTH SEATING

An integrated platform will prove
an ideal launching pad for water-
sports. A protective color coordi-
nated logo mat is optional.

SWIM PLATFORM 

Options from 220- to 270-HP let
you fine tune your need for speed.
Extended V-Plane performance
delivers exceptional ride control. 

EXTENDED V-PLANE

206 SSi
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Go

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND BISCAYNE BLUE WITH SPORT GRAPHIC AND SAND INTERIOR

IN STYLE

LOA W/PLATFORM 20’6” (6.25M)
BEAM 8’ 4” (2.54M)  
FUEL 33 GAL (125L) 

WEIGHT 3,400 LBS (1,542KG) 
MAX. HP 270 HP (201KW) 

DEADRISE 18 DEGREES



Turn low-key weekends into exciting adventures with a 216 SSi that delivers Chaparral innovation at its family bowrider best. Wide Tech™ engineering provides a smooth, dry and confident

ride with more space in the bow. Stainless steel hardware, premium vinyl and molded recessed side panels add a touch of class and are engineered to last. A large Bimini, front windscreen,

full height windshield and a hinged bow door combine for all season comfort. Time-tested Quad Radial lamination with Kevlar® reinforcement keeps the strength up and the weight down.  

Our Wide Tech™ bow design 
features under seat storage, a 
refreshing insulated cooler and
top-mounted stainless steel rails. 

FULL-SIZED BOW 

LOA W/PLATFORM 21’6” (6.55M)
BEAM 8’ 4” (2.54M)  
FUEL 36 GAL (136L) 

WEIGHT 3,500 LBS (1,588KG) 
MAX. HP 300 HP (224KW) 

DEADRISE 20 DEGREES

It’s all here...a new high-end 
design, multi-function gauges,
rocker accessory switches, and a
molded footrest for added stability. 

ERGONOMIC HELM

With swivel buckets and full width
U-shaped cockpit seating, the 216
invites family and friends to enjoy
life on the water Chaparral style. 

U-SHAPED SEATING

The port lounge cushion hinges to
create a relaxing chaise. An 
optional logo mat eliminates
scuffs and provides sure-footing. 

CONVERTIBLE LOUNGE

Enjoy responsive low-end pulling
power for watersports, efficient
midrange cruising and exciting
full throttle performance.

EXTENDED V-PLANE

216 SSi
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Designed

SHOWN IN VAPOR BLACK WITH COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR

FOR FAMILY FUN



Eye-catching, sporty and brilliantly engineered, the amazing 225 SSi is inch-for-inch the perfect multi-purpose sport boat for a growing family on the go. Whether your heart’s desire

is watersports, cruising or overnight adventures with the kids, the innovative 225 adds the quality and attention to detail you expect from an award winning Chaparral SSi Wide Tech™.

Chaparral’s cuddy cabin design provides overnight accommodations for two along with sun relief, a huge protected storage area and the best head design you’ll find at this length.   

More spacious than you expect at
22-feet, the cabin features full
backrest cushions, shelf storage
and an optional dinette table. 

ENCLOSED CABIN

LOA W/PLATFORM 22’6” (6.86M)
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 54 GAL (204L) 

WEIGHT 4,200 LBS (1,905KG) 
MAX. HP 300 HP (224KW) 

DEADRISE 20 DEGREES

Enjoy a feeling of complete control
at a glare free dash that includes
illuminated rocker switches with
water-resistant DC breakers. 

ERGONOMIC HELM

A refreshing cockpit wet bar 
features a solid surface counter-
top, sink, sturdy grab rail and a
keep-it-tidy trash receptacle.

COCKPIT WET BAR

Look no further than our easily-
convertible dual sun lounge 
design to see that the amazing
225 is something very special. 

DUAL SUN LOUNGE

An inviting double wide cabin
door connects everyone onboard
and adds both welcome light and 
ventilation belowdecks.  

WIDE CABIN DOOR

225 SSi
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Quality

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND BLACK WITH SPORT GRAPHIC AND COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR 

LIKE ONLY CHAPARRAL CAN DO



What’s it like to own a 226 SSi? Pull up on the launch ramp with style lines like no other. Take to the water with the confidence there isn’t a better built boat in this size range. Innovative

appointments make a quality statement. User-friendly features ensure every trip to the water is pure pleasure. Up front, a wide bow walkway leads to adult-sized seats with storage

below. A built-in forward ice chest and a removable Igloo cooler keeps everyone onboard refreshed. Fiberglass liner construction creates precise fit and finish and is built to last. 

A special compartment with stays
and space for a line and chain elim-
inates the need to stow a rattling
grimy anchor under a bow seat. 

ANCHOR LOCKER 

LOA W/PLATFORM 22’6” (6.86M)
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 51 GAL (193L) 

WEIGHT 3,900 LBS (1,769KG) 
MAX. HP 300 HP (224KW) 

DEADRISE 20 DEGREES

A touch of brilliance, the helm 
has a full height windshield and
Power On rocker switches. Shown
with optional steering wheel.

ERGONOMIC HELM

Only Chaparral could craft an 
interior that allows spacious full-
width seating and still have walk-
thru transom access. 

U-SHAPED SEATING

Stowed right where you use
them, life vests, gloves and
wakeboard ropes are always at
the ready in a handy locker.

TRANSOM STORAGE 

A multi-position lounge is ideal for
cinching up wakeboard bindings.
The flat lounge also easily 
converts to a chaise for sunning. 

ADJUSTABLE LOUNGE 

226 SSi
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Performance
SHOWN IN WIDE BAND FIRE RED WITH COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR

TAKES ON A NEW MEANING



Some may say we’re obsessed in our pursuit of perfection, but frankly, we can’t imagine building family bowriders any other way. Case in point is the 246 SSi. Our SSi flagship puts

a premium on seating and on-the-water entertaining. With engine options from 260- to 320-horsepower, enjoy the freedom of a go-anywhere, do-anything family bowrider that is 

efficient and responsive. Loaded with standard equipment, the 246 also lets you select from an options list that includes snap-in carpet, a bow filler cushion and a wakeboard tower. 

A chaise lounge style bow allows
you to stretch out and relax. A
hideaway bow door blocks winds
from free flowing into the cockpit. 

BOW SEATING 

LOA W/PLATFORM 24’6” (7.47M)
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 64 GAL (242L) 

WEIGHT 4,400 LBS (1,996KG) 
MAX. HP 320 HP (239KW) 

DEADRISE 21 DEGREES

The new vinyl wrapped helm pro-
vides a wealth of information in a
compact envelope with space for
an optional Garmin GPS. 

VINYL WRAPPED HELM

An open invitation for family fun,
the cockpit features U-shaped
seating and comfortable swivel
buckets with lumbar support. 

U-SHAPED SEATING

Designed close to the water for
easy access, the platform features
a telescopic boarding ladder, dual
fuel fills and an optional logo mat. 

SWIM PLATFORM

The only SSi bowrider with an 
enclosed head comes standard with
a porta-pottie and opening portlight.
A vanity with sink is optional. 

ENCLOSED HEAD

246 SSi
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Unsurpassed

SHOWN IN VAPOR STEALTH GRAY WITH GRAPHITE INTERIOR

EXCELLENCE 



Step onboard the sensational 257 SSX and experience the perfect mix of classic elegance and high tech innovation. Bow to stern, the eye appeal is simply stunning as you enjoy the

pleasures of handcrafted workmanship. A transitional lounge opens up all kinds of entertainment opportunities. Showcasing innovative dual lounges, the aft seats effortlessly "switch"

from a performance-minded sport boat to the ultimate in sun worship. Endless storage puts an end to onboard clutter. Aft, the center walk thru design is an open invitation for family fun. 

Hinged bow seat cushions lift to
reveal finished fiberglass storage
compartments. A filler cushion is
available as optional equipment. 

BOW STORAGE

Form and function join together
like never before in what experts
testify is one of the best dash 
designs ever seen at this length. 

ERGONOMIC HELM

A porta-pottie, port light and
hanging rod are all standard. The
vanity features a sink, pull out
faucet and a mirror. 

ENCLOSED HEAD

A standard side mount dinette
table allows you to take full 
advantage of the innovative
three-position transition lounge.  

TRANSITION LOUNGEPOWER EASE SEATS

257 SSX
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Impressive
SHOWN IN WIDE BAND BLACK WITH LIQUID SILVER HULL ACCENT AND SAND INTERIOR

IN EVERY WAY

LOA W/PLATFORM 25’6” (7.77M)
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 72 GAL (273L) 

WEIGHT 4,700 LBS (2,132KG) 
MAX. HP 430 HP (321KW) 

DEADRISE 22 DEGREES

At the push of a switch, the Power
Ease seats transition to create
side-by-side sun lounges that lay
flat or recline into a chaise position. 



The spectacular 277 SSX blends classic style lines with a modern twist on technology and user-friendly features. Powerline hull contours accent a look that's bold and distinct. 

Onboard, a plush, adult sized bow area with varied seating possibilities says welcome aboard. Spacious U-shaped cockpit seating is enhanced with a removable cockpit table. The

storage compartments under the seats are all finished fiberglass. Aft, the 277 easily converts from a center walk-thru design to the pleasures of a full width sun lounge. 

All the 277’s seats, including the
bow seats, offer an array of possi-
bilities. An optional filler cushion
converts this area to a sun lounge.

BOW SEATING

LOA W/PLATFORM 27’6” (8.38M)
BEAM 9’  (2.74M)  

FUEL 105 GAL (397L) 
WEIGHT 5,850 LBS (2,654KG) 

MAX. HP 525 HP (391KW) 
DEADRISE 22.5 DEGREES

The well organized split level dash
features digital gauges, Power On
rocker accessory switches and an
optional Garmin GPS.  

ERGONOMIC HELM

Complete with a standard vanity
and porta-pottie, the enclosed 
privacy head also serves as a
wrinkle-free clothes closet.

ENCLOSED HEAD 

Huge gull wing storage areas also
house an Igloo cooler. A hinged
filler cushion inside the storage
compartment fills-in the sun pad. 

TRANSOM STORAGE

When performance really matters,
the 277 SSX is solid, predictable
and sure. Cornering agility is first
rate with ride control to match. 

EXTENDED V-PLANE

277 SSX
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Experience

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND ROULETTE RED WITH SAND INTERIOR

THE CHAPARRAL DIFFERENCE



Part sport boat, part luxury suite and all Chaparral, our classic 285 SSX is a one-of-a-kind marvel of space and performance. In the cockpit, a U-shaped lounge, well stocked wet bar,

reversible aft seat and comfortable dual wide helm bolster say comfort in a big way. An optional Overnight Package includes shore power with 50' cord, DVD, 22" flat screen TV with

dockside cable antenna, stainless steel AC/DC cockpit refrigerator, stainless steel cabin microwave, battery charger/converter and a corrosion protection system. 

Enjoy every comfort of home with a
fully-equipped head/shower along
with a galley, cedar lined clothes
closet and opening portlight.

HEAD AND GALLEY

LOA W/PLATFORM 28’10” (8.79M)
BEAM 9’  (2.74M)  

FUEL 102 GAL (386L) 
WEIGHT 7,300 LBS (3,311KG) 

MAX. HP 525 HP (391KW) 
DEADRISE 22 DEGREES

A reversible three position aft seat
converts to an angled chaise or a
flat sun lounge. A protective stain-
less steel stern rail is optional.

FLEXIBLE LOUNGE

The huge swim platform features
a large storage trunk that houses
watersports equipment and the
standard dinette table. 

SWIM STEP STORAGE

A wide assortment of color combi-
nations and hull graphics are
available on a sport boat that
clearly stands out from all the rest.

WIDE BAND GRAPHICS

Sporting 5'3" of best-in-class
headroom, the cabin is more 
spacious, elegant and functional
than rivals in this size range. 

MAIN CABIN V-BERTH

285 SSX
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Classic

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND BLACK WITH SPORT GRAPHIC AND COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR

STYLING WITH A MODERN EDGE



It’s almost impossible to one up the 287 SSX. With its enclosed head, dual wide helm seat, U-shaped cockpit and well-stocked wet bar the 287 has more freeboard, beam and

legroom than any bowrider you’ll find under 30-feet. Factor in a value-minded price and the 287 knows no equal. Extended V-Plane performance lets you cruise the shoreline or

pursue distant ports in a sport boat that blends excitement and elegance. Complete stainless steel hardware, including the windshield cap, is built to last and adds a quality look.  

The high tech dash exudes power
and sophistication. The instru-
ment panel is set against a black
panel display with silver accents.  

INTEGRATED DASH

LOA W/PLATFORM 28’10” (8.79M)
BEAM 9’  (2.74M)  

FUEL 102 GAL (386L) 
WEIGHT 6,800 LBS (3,084KG) 

MAX. HP 525 HP (391KW) 
DEADRISE 22 DEGREES

A dual wide helm seat features
separate flip-up front cushions so
the driver and co-pilot can stand,
sit or ride elevated in the bolster. 

DUAL WIDE HELM SEAT

The solid surface galley includes
a sink with pull-out faucet, grab
rail and an ice chest. A stainless
steel refrigerator is optional.

COCKPIT WET BAR 

The aft lounge does triple duty as
a forward-facing bench seat,
folded flat into a sun lounge or 
angled into a chaise. 

CONVERTIBLE LOUNGE 

Designed for smooth perform-
ance on big water lakes or even 
offshore, the super sized 287 
knows no limits whatsoever.  

EXTENDED V-PLANE

287 SSX
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Guaranteed
SHOWN IN CRYSTAL SERIES BISCAYNE BLUE WITH COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR

TO PLEASE 



Just introduced, the new 307 SSX has Boat of the Year written all over every one of its amazing style lines and innovative features. The 307 is expertly detailed, plush in every 

appointment and with single or twin engine options, bred to perform like no other 30-footer. Marvel at the dash and consider the possibilities of a versatile seating design that is high-

lighted by a dual-wide captain’s seat. Storage space is unmatched, the sound system rocks and a have-it-your-way options list invites you to customize to your heart’s delight. 

The bow cushions hinge to reveal
enormous finished fiberglass stor-
age areas. An ice chest is forward
with recessed drink holders.

BOW STORAGE

LOA W/PLATFORM 30’6” (9.30M)
BEAM 9’ 6” (2.90M)  

FUEL 125 GAL (473L) 
WEIGHT 9,100 LBS (4,127KG) 

MAX. HP 760 HP (567KW) 
DEADRISE 22 DEGREES

The gorgeous and information
packed split level dash features a
mix of woodgrain, hand-stitched
vinyl and stainless steel accents.

HIGH TECH HELM 

Nobody does head design like
Chaparral. A VacuFlush system
with china bowl and a well-
equipped vanity are standard. 

ENCLOSED HEAD 

The aft seat converts to a sun
lounge. A teak swim platform 
option is easy to maintain and is
color coordinated to the interior. 

CONVERTIBLE SUN LOUNGE

U-shaped cockpit seating, a star-
board couch, a standard table and
an optional wet bar combine for
on-the-water entertaining.  

COCKPIT DINETTE

307 SSX
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Introducing OUR NEWEST SSX SENSATION

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND BLACK WITH SAND INTERIOR

OUR NEWEST SSX SENSATION



Perhaps the most talked-about boat on the waterways, the amazing 327 SSX mixes bowrider roominess with a full-beam cabin. Equal parts family bowrider, performance-minded

sport boat and overnight cruiser, the 327 was the NMMA’s Innovation Award winner the year it was christened. With its standard fiberglass hard top, striking interior accents, dual

forward facing helm seats and wildly practical full beam cabin, the 327 is one-of-a-kind. A stainless steel windshield and heavy-duty rails say quality in every detail. 

No boat equals the 327's cargo
space. Up front, there's storage
under both seats and in the floor
with an ice chest forward.

BOW STORAGE

LOA W/PLATFORM 32’6” (9.91M)
BEAM 10’  (3.05M)  

FUEL 146 GAL (553L) 
WEIGHT 10,200 LBS (4,627KG) 

MAX. HP 760 HP (567KW) 
DEADRISE 22 DEGREES

A hand-stitched brow provides
glare free protection for the illu-
minated rocker switches, digital
gauges and optional Garmin GPS. 

HIGH TECH HELM

The optional galley comes with a
54-quart cooler, trash bin and a
sink with a pull-out faucet. A stain-
less steel refrigerator is optional. 

OPTIONAL WET BAR

Although you couldn’t tell at first-
glance, the 327 SSX has a full-
beam cabin that is more functional
than rival split-cabin designs.

CABIN ENTRYWAY

Simply flip a switch on the dash
and the Power Slide lounge auto-
matically converts to a relaxing
double wide sun lounge.

POWER SLIDE LOUNGE

327 SSXRemarkable

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND STEALTH GRAY WITH LIQUID SILVER HULL ACCENT AND GRAPHITE INTERIOR
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IN SO MANY DIFFERENT WAYS



The first ever bowrider with a patented full  beam cabin, the 327 provides the perfect retreat from the sun or overnight accommodations for weekend getaways. A full fiberglass liner

allows easy maintenance. The look is clean and open, the fit and finish amazing. An optional air conditioner and a generator create year round climate control.  Vents on the dash help

keep the cockpit cool. A stainless steel microwave is optional as are wood blinds. Portlights (fixed standard and opening optional) create a window to the world. 

An optional 26" LED HD flat
screen television mounts in a 
custom cabinet and is viewable
from the couch/berth. 

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

A hanging closet keeps wrinkles
at bay. Onboard electrical 
systems are easy to activate via a
handy cabin compartment.

HINGED CABINETS

Plush ultra-leather upholstery
looks good and feels even better.
Inset lights and portlights keep
the cabin feeling open and bright.

CABIN SEATING

The head offers best-in-class
headroom, 12-volt lighting and a
VacuFlush system complete with
a holding tank and china bowl. 

ENCLOSED HEAD

The backrest cushion and seat
base slide out to create a com-
fortable overnight berth. All cabin 
fabrics are Scotchguard treated.

FULL BEAM CABIN

327 SSX
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Incorporating Chaparral’s patented Wide Tech™ technology, the action-packed 224 mixes the roominess of a deck boat with the zest of a sport boat. Nothing sizes up to the 224 when

it comes to performance and features. Uncover huge storage areas under the seats, in the starboard console and in a wakeboard-sized floor locker. The cockpit wet bar is ideal for

light snacks. Three easy-to-reach ice chests are super cool. Want to beat the heat? An oversized, color coordinated Bimini top keeps you covered in typical Sunesta style.  

The under seat cargo areas are
part of a 22-footer that has more
cubic feet of storage space than
comparably sized rivals.

BOW STORAGE

LOA W/PLATFORM 22’4” (6.81M)
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 49 GAL (185L) 

WEIGHT 4,000 LBS (1,814KG) 
MAX. HP 300 HP (224KW) 

DEADRISE 18 DEGREES

Digital instrumentation, Power-On
rocker switches, a custom tilt
wheel and a dimmer switch are all
standard. Garmin GPS is optional.

ERGONOMIC HELM

An unexpected plus at this length,
the changing room has a lockable 
privacy door, porta-pottie, cabinet
storage and a portlight. 

ENCLOSED HEAD 

New for 2014, the clever U-Slide
lounge lays flat or converts to 
either fore or aft-facing chaise
lounge positions. 

U-SLIDE LOUNGE 

Engineered with the same bottom
and powertrain as our top-rated
Xtreme tow boats, the 224 delivers
a fantastic ride for watersports.

EXTENDED V-PLANE

224 SUNESTA 
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Bold BEAUTIFUL AND BUILT TO LAST

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND BLACK WITH SPORT GRAPHIC AND GRAPHITE INTERIOR



The perfect mix of innovative styling and overall performance, the 244 Sunesta is more luxurious than rival deck boats and far more spacious than competitive conventional bowriders.

Inside, mood-setting lighting, L-shaped cockpit seating, supportive swivel bucket seats and a clever U-Slide lounge are inviting. Engineered with a self bailing cockpit, fiberglass innerliner

and pull-out wet bar faucet, the 244 is easy to maintain. Key options include bow and transom showers along with a logo mat on the supersized swim platform and snap-in carpet. 

Surrounded by full height backrest
cushions and a wraparound rail, an
optional insert cushion converts
the bow area into a sun lounge. 

BOW LOUNGE

LOA W/PLATFORM 24’4” (7.42M)
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 63 GAL (238L) 

WEIGHT 4,400 LBS (1,996KG) 
MAX. HP 320 HP (239KW) 

DEADRISE 20 DEGREES

The new vinyl wrapped helm 
features multi-function digital
gauges and illuminated rocker
switches. Garmin GPS is optional.

NEW HELM DESIGN

Wakeboards and big cargo items
stow in a wide floor locker with a
drainage system and a gas assist
strut for one-handed operation.

INFLOOR STORAGE 

The wet bar includes a solid sur-
face countertop, sink with wand
faucet, a trash chute, a stainless,
steel grab rail and storage below. 

COCKPIT WET BAR

Sunesta means flexible seating,
dry riding freeboard, a huge swim
platform, an enclosed head and
high quality workmanship.   

WIDE TECH
™

TECHNOLOGY

244 SUNESTA
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Style

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND STEALTH GRAY WITH SPORT GRAPHIC AND GRAPHITE INTERIOR

MEETS PERFORMANCE



If boating is your passion, the 264 can match you heartbeat for heartbeat. Enjoy unmatched quality bow to stern. Built to the precision standards you expect only from Chaparral, the

264 features stainless steel hardware, a Kevlar® reinforced hull, Quad Radial lamination and an integrated cockpit drainage system. An optional thru-hull exhaust allows you to turn

the performance volume up or cruise in quiet luxury. Stain-resistant upholstery, a self bailing cockpit and Diamond Lustre non-skid are all designed to take your cares away. 

The new look dash features a hand-
stitched vinyl brow, digital instru-
ments, illuminated rocker switches
and optional Garmin GPS. 

ERGONOMIC HELM

LOA W/PLATFORM 26’4” (8.03M)
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 80 GAL (303L) 

WEIGHT 5,400 LBS (2,449KG) 
MAX. HP 380 HP (283KW) 

DEADRISE 22 DEGREES

Standard features in the well
equipped head include a solid 
surface vanity and a porta-pottie.
A VacuFlush head is optional.

ENCLOSED HEAD 

The optional solid-surface cockpit
galley includes a sink, pull-out
faucet, trash receptacle, grab rail
and a slide out cooler underneath.  

OPTIONAL GALLEY

The 264 Sunesta is equipped
with a U-Slide platform seat that
easily folds flat or into a fore or
aft facing chaise lounge.

U-SLIDE LOUNGE

Whatever you’re looking for in a
new boat, you’ll be impressed with
a 264 Sunesta that excites and 
delights in many different ways.

EXTENDED V-PLANE

264 SUNESTA 
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Quality

SHOWN IN VAPOR TEAK WITH SAND INTERIOR 

LIKE ONLY CHAPARRAL CAN DELIVER



Imagine a sportdeck so advanced nothing in its class can match its features, style and quality.  From the huge multi-purpose bow area, to the entertainment-minded cockpit everything

that goes into the Sunesta lifestyle gets bigger and better on the 284. Enjoy stand-up headroom under an optional black or white arch tower (fixed or folding). Targeted for any

waterway your adventuresome spirit takes you, the high freeboard and dry riding 284 can also be equipped with optional trim tabs to level out shifting weight loads.

Multi-function digital gauges,
Power On rocker switches and op-
tional Garmin electronics are all
wrapped in hand stitched vinyl. 

VINYL WRAPPED HELM 

LOA W/PLATFORM 28’4” (8.64M)
BEAM 9’  (2.74M)  

FUEL 111 GAL (420L) 
WEIGHT 6,400 LBS (2,903KG) 

MAX. HP 430 HP (321KW) 
DEADRISE 22 DEGREES

The optional wet bar features a
solid surface countertop, sink with
a pull-out wand faucet, a trash 
receptacle and a slide-out cooler.

OPTIONAL GALLEY

With its porta-pottie, vanity, lock-
able door, mirror, portlight and
wood flooring, the 284 head ranks
best-in-class.

ENCLOSED HEAD 

The aft seat converts to a full
length sun lounge. Either the fore
or aft cushions can be angled to 
create a chaise lounge.

AFT LOUNGE

The double-wide starboard seat
extends. Add a dinette that
mounts fore or aft and you're
ready to entertain. 

TRANSITIONAL BOW 

284 SUNESTA 
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Everything

SHOWN IN VAPOR BLUE WITH COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR

YOU WANT IN A BOAT



Let’s take your new boat search to the Xtreme. We promise no regrets. In fact, everything that makes our Xtreme Series the fastest growing line of wakeboard tow boats gets even more

affordable with the 204. No rival in this size range comes close when it gets down to legroom, storage capacity, swim platform design or user-friendly ergonomics. Swivel bucket seats

offer much easier observation aft than a head-twisting side couch. The 204 is a wakeboard marvel with a bottomline sticker price that's even more amazing than the way it performs. 

Carry-on extras stow under the
bow seats. Note the recessed
stereo speakers, drink holders and
forward insulated ice chest. 

BOW STORAGE

LOA W/PLATFORM 20’6” (6.25M)
BEAM 8’ 4” (2.54M)  
FUEL 33 GAL (125L) 

WEIGHT 3,550 LBS (1,610KG) 
MAX. HP 300 HP (224KW) 

DEADRISE 18 DEGREES

Serious wake boarders will want
to add custom Smart Tow (Mer-
cury) or Zero Off (Volvo) speed
controls to our new look dash. 

ERGONOMIC HELM

The in-floor locker is hinged for
easy access and includes a
drainage system. A protective mat
helps safeguard your equipment. 

INFLOOR LOCKER 

All new for 2014, the Velocity
Tower (black or white) comes
complete with a Bimini top and
standard board racks.  

STANDARD TOWER

Credit Chaparral's time-tested 
Extended V-Plane hull design and
stern drive powertrain for a wake
that will have you doing flips. 

EXTENDED V-PLANE

204 XTREME 
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Xplore THE BEST WAY TO GO WAKEBOARDING

SHOWN IN MARS GRAPHICS WITH COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR



The fact is you won’t find a tow boat that can match our 224 Xtreme wake for wake, or, more importantly, feature for feature. Do your own head-to-head comparison. You’ll find there

is no comparison. So, what the buying decision really should come down to is price. Here’s the deal. We equip the 224 Xtreme right with a complete list of standard equipment that

includes an electric arch tower then let buyers select from either an ala carte of more than 30 options or our value packed Preferred, Deluxe or Pro Xtreme options packages.    

Large storage lockers are found
under both seats. A forward insu-
lated ice chest drains overboard
so melted ice is never a problem.  

BOW STORAGE

LOA W/PLATFORM 22’4” (6.81M)
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 49 GAL (185L) 

WEIGHT 4,150 LBS (1,882KG) 
MAX. HP 320 HP (239KW) 

DEADRISE 18 DEGREES

Newly designed, the hand-wrapped
brow features top stitching and
provides glare free protection for
the multi-function instrumentation.  

ERGONOMIC HELM

When Mother Nature calls, the
224 responds with a privacy 
compartment that is clean and 
an extra rivals don’t offer. 

ENCLOSED HEAD

New for 2014, the clever multi-
purpose U-Slide lounge now offers
both fore- and aft- facing chaise
positions for ultimate comfort.    

U-SLIDE LOUNGE

A stern drive powered deep-V 
creates an awesome high flying
wake along with unmatched ride
comfort at all speeds.  

EXTENDED V-PLANE

224 XTREME 
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SHOWN IN SATURN GRAPHICS WITH COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR

Xcellence START TO FINISH



Wild, enticing and built right, the 244 Xtreme is a tow boat without equal in this size range. Bold new graphics and a next-generation high-tech dash make a powerful statement. A premier

water sports tow boat with a monster wake, the 244 accelerates on demand, is rock-solid at wakeboard speeds and has exceptional get-me-home speed at day’s end. From the supportive

bucket seats, to the L-shaped cockpit seating, to the new standard electric arch tower, the 244 Xtreme takes comfort and wakeboard performance to new levels. 

Enhance the plush adult-sized
bow area with an optional insert
filler cushion, creating your own
on-the-water tanning salon. 

FULL-SIZED BOW

LOA W/PLATFORM 24’4” (7.42M)
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 63 GAL (238L) 

WEIGHT 4,700 LBS (2,132KG) 
MAX. HP 320 HP (239KW) 

DEADRISE 20 DEGREES

Ideal for preparing snacks, the wet
bar includes a solid surface coun-
tertop, sink, pull-out faucet, trash
chute and cooler underneath. 

COCKPIT WET BAR 

A huge plus the inboards don't
offer at this length, the enclosed
head includes a porta-pottie, lock-
ing door and ventilating portlight. 

PRIVACY HEAD

The back seat lifts for easy access
to an large engine compartment
that features loom-wrap wiring
and twin gas shock supports. 

ENGINE COMPARTMENT

Our top-rated tow boat tracks
true, is efficient at wakeboard
speeds and creates the perfect
wake for high flying maneuvers.

WIDE TECH
™

TECHNOLOGY

244 XTREME 
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SHOWN IN LUNAR GRAPHICS WITH COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR

Xhilarating EVEN SITTING STILL



There’s nothing quite like the pulse-pounding rush of excitement you get when you’re behind a 264 Xtreme, and that goes whether your vantage is behind the wheel or at the end of

a tow rope. No matter how high you want to fly, or where you want to go, the 264 Xtreme is the ultimate tow and go machine. Choose between big and small block stern drive power

that delivers instant pulling power, excellent cruise range efficiency and exciting punch at top end. Lights underwater, in the cockpit and on the tower set the 264 aglow dockside.    

The bow features chaise lounge
seats with lumbar support and 
retractable armrests. A stainless
rail surrounds the entire area. 

FULL-SIZE BOW

LOA W/PLATFORM 26’4” (8.03M)
BEAM 8’6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 80 GAL (303L) 

WEIGHT 5,800 LBS (2,631KG) 
MAX. HP 430 HP (321KW) 

DEADRISE 22 DEGREES

Options including Smart Tow or
Zero Off GPS speed control, along
with Garmin GPS, compliment the
standard digital gauge package. 

HIGH TECH HELM

The standard cockpit design in-
cludes a double-wide starboard
bench with secure storage for a 
removable cooler underneath. 

STARBOARD BENCH

With new fore and aft facing
chaise lounge adjustments, you
can always find the perfect angle
to soak in the sun. 

U-SLIDE LOUNGE

We defy you to find an inboard
that can match the 264 Xtreme
when it comes to maneuverability,
control, roominess or cargo space.

WIDE TECH
™

TECHNOLOGY

264 XTREME 
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Xciting
ALL THE  TIME SHOWN IN MARS GRAPHICS WITH COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR



We just couldn’t resist. All new for 2014, the magnificent 284 Xtreme is aimed at those that enjoy wakeboarding and family fun in an ultra big way. Everything that makes an Xtreme 

exciting goes up a notch in the 284. Unbelievable wake heights. Masterful attention to detail. Storage space you can’t max out. Seating capacity that says “Welcome Aboard” to one

and all. Unbeatable quality. Powerful V8 engine options deliver a ride that’s sure at wakeboard speeds, comfortable in big water and responsive throughout the entire rpm band.   

The best bow design in family
boating is enhanced with a stan-
dard side-mount dinette table or
an optional filler cushion. 

TRANSITIONAL BOW

LOA W/PLATFORM 28’4” (8.64M)
BEAM 9’  (2.74M)  

FUEL 111 GAL (420L) 
WEIGHT 6,800 LBS (3,084KG) 

MAX. HP 430 HP (321KW) 
DEADRISE 22 DEGREES

High tech in every way, the new
vinyl wrapped helm is highlighted
with contrasting two tone silver
and stainless steel accents 

VINYL WRAPPED DASH

Enjoy the comforts of a head that
comes standard with a porta-pot-
tie, portlight, vanity and wood floor-
ing. VacuFlush system is optional. 

PRIVACY HEAD

The swim platform seat is perfect
for putting on watersports equip-
ment then folds flat or into multiple
chaise lounge positions for sunning. 

ADJUSTABLE LOUNGE

New for 2014, all Xtremes are
available in metallic colors including
green (Venus), orange (Saturn), red
(Mars) or blue (Neptune).  

XTREME HULL GRAPHICS 

284 XTREME 
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Xceeding

SHOWN IN NEPTUNE GRAPHICS WITH COLOR MATCHED INTERIOR

YOUR WILDEST EXPECTATIONS



The 270 may be the smallest cruiser in our 2014 fleet, but its power packed and equipped like every other Signature. The fully trailerable 270 is available with two cockpit seating

options so you can decide to whether to focus on entertaining or watersports. Chaparral’s only single engine cruiser offering delivers crisp acceleration, tracks true and is dry 

riding in big water. An integrated swim platform creates a seamless look. Key options include a remote spotlight, aluminum radar arch, a windlass and a generator. 

The helm features woodgrain 
accents, digital instrumentation
and illuminated Power On rocker
switches with a dimmer switch. 

ERGONOMIC HELM 

LOA W/PLATFORM 27’ (8.23M) 
BEAM 8’ 6” (2.59M)  
FUEL 79 GAL (299L) 

WEIGHT 6,900 LBS (3,130KG) 
MAX. HP 380 HP (283KW) 

DEADRISE 20 DEGREES

The welcome cockpit wet bar 
features a solid surface counter-
top, pull out faucet and a remov-
able Igloo cooler. 

COCKPIT WET BAR

An engineering marvel, the 
optional three position helm seat
offers all kinds of possibilities and
is ideal for entertaining. 

FLEXIBLE HELM SEAT

Using a standard table, the 
optional layout with its dual wide
helm seat and adjustable back
seat form a perfect dinette. 

COCKPIT ENTERTAINMENT

Unqiue at this length, the dual
wide helm seat features a flip-up
front cushion, lumbar support and
adjustment levers in the armrest. 

DUAL WIDE HELM SEAT

270 SIGNATURE
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Affordable
SHOWN IN WHITE WITH SIGNATURE SERIES GRAPHICS AND INTERIOR

LUXURY



A stainless steel refrigerator and
microwave are standard in a 
galley that features a DC power
plug, cabinet storage and a sink.  

GOURMET GALLEY

All cabin fabrics and vinyls are
treated for stain resistance. An 
insert filler cushion creates an
overnight berth for two adults.

FORWARD V-BERTH

The aft cabin has shelf storage
and sleeps two adults in total
comfort. A unique single level
cockpit floor adds space. 

AFT CABIN

The fiberglass head features a
shower, stainless steel handrail,
exhaust fan, sink, vanity mirror
and an opening port.  

ENCLOSED HEAD

With 6'2” of cabin headroom and
overnight provisions for four, the
270 has an optional AC/Heater 
system or a DC air conditioner only.

MAIN CABIN

270 SIGNATURE
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SHOWN WITH SOHO INTERIOR AND ACCESSORY PACKAGE  



The 290 Signature might well be the most space-efficient family cruiser you’ll find under 30-feet. Twin engine V6 power, gives the 290 a clear performance edge over comparably-

sized rivals that only offer single engine propulsion. If you want a custom look, the options list includes a radar arch, a windlass, underwater lights, a gas grill, remote spotlight and a

fire protection system. Finally, Kevlar® reinforcement and stainless steel hardware make a bold statement about the quality you can expect in a Chaparral cruiser. 

Enjoy total control at a helm that
packs an encyclopedia of infor-
mation in multi-function gauges
and optional Garmin electronics.

ERGONOMIC HELM 

LOA W/PLATFORM 29’ (8.84M) 
BEAM 9’ 6” (2.90M)  
FUEL 87 GAL (329L) 

WEIGHT 9,100 LBS (4,128KG) 
MAX. HP 450 HP (336KW) 

DEADRISE 20 DEGREES

The wet bar features a solid sur-
face countertop, sink and a pull-
out faucet. A removable ice chest
stows underneath. 

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

A standard solid-surface dinette
table complete with integrated
drink holders mounts between the
face-to-face cockpit couches. 

COCKPIT DINETTE 

A transom trunk with stainless steel
hangars help keep the 290 ship-
shape. Dockside connections are
protected and out of the weather. 

TRANSOM STORAGE 

At home in all kinds of water 
conditions, the 290 mixes style,
function and performance with a
distinct touch of Chaparral class. 

EXTENDED V-PLANE

290 SIGNATURE
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Timeless
STYLE AND PERFORMANCE

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND ROULETTE RED WITH SIGNATURE SERIES GRAPHICS AND INTERIOR  



A stainless steel AC/DC refrigerator
and microwave are standard. A
galley mounted TV allows theater
style viewing throughout the cabin.

GOURMET GALLEY

A marvel of space efficiency, the
290 remarkably sleeps six adults
in total comfort which equals our
370 Signature flagship.

CONVERTIBLE DINETTE 

The aft cabin sleeps two and has
a screened opening port light for
added ventilation. A hanging
closet keeps clothes pressed. 

AFT CABIN

Well equipped, the stand-up head
has every personal extra along
with a built-in seat cover over the
standard porcelain toilet.  

ENCLOSED HEAD

With a separate dinette, you can
wake up and have a sip of coffee
with breakfast and not disturb 
any sleeping passengers.  

MAIN CABIN

290 SIGNATURE
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SHOWN WITH SOHO INTERIOR AND ACCESSORY PACKAGE  



Mix award winning styling, advanced cockpit features, dry-riding performance and a comfort-minded cabin and you've got the fabulous 310 Signature. Chaparral's design excellence

shines through with a standard fiberglass hard top that creates a big cruiser feel and all-weather protection. Two cockpit seating options meet every need. The standard design

includes a conventional aft couch with a transom storage trunk. The optional cockpit (shown) offers boaters fore and aft bench seating that easily converts to a sun lounge.

Three adults can sit side-by-side
in total comfort. Both seats feature
flip-up front cushions for stand-
up, sit-down or bolster operation.

HELM SEATING

LOA W/PLATFORM 31’ (9.45M) 
BEAM 10’  (3.05M)  

FUEL 118 GAL (447L) 
WEIGHT 10,600 LBS (4,808KG) 

MAX. HP 600 HP (447KW) 
DEADRISE 19 DEGREES

A unique opening hatch in the
fiberglass hard top makes deck
access easy and adds welcome
cockpit ventilation.

WALK-THRU WINDSHIELD

Get your on-the-water party going
with a cockpit galley that can be
upgraded with an optional stain-
less steel refrigerator.   

COCKPIT ENTERTAINING

The optional cockpit layout offers
a Power Slide seat that easily 
converts to a sun lounge so you
can soak in the rays. 

POWER SLIDE LOUNGE

The 310 is a performance delight
with quick planing speeds, excep-
tional midrange control and a dry
ride in big challenging seas. 

EXTENDED V-PLANE

310 SIGNATURE
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Distinguished BY AMAZING VERSATILITY 

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND BISCAYNE BLUE WITH SIGNATURE SERIES INTERIOR



Galley features include a solid 
surface countertop, single burner
stove along with a stainless steel
microwave and refrigerator.  

GOURMET GALLEY CONVERTIBLE BERTH 

The aft cabin has more headroom
than competitive offerings and
converts to a bed without 
extraneous filler cushions. 

AFT CABIN

The head includes a shower,
opening portlight, a stainless
steel handrail, vanity and a Vacu-
Flush head with a changing seat. 

ENCLOSED HEAD

The cabin layout features a 
forward berth and L-shaped 
seating. A standard side-mount
table stows out-of-the-way. 

SPACIOUS CABIN

310 SIGNATURE
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SHOWN WITH ULTRALOUNGE INTERIOR AND ACCESSORY PACKAGE  

The forward berth folds out to
create a full-sized bed. With an
optional dinette area air mattress,
six adults can sleep onboard.



Since the day it was introduced, our best-selling 330 Signature has set the benchmark in Sport Cruiser design. The look is bold, innovative and distinctly Chaparral. The 330 is our only

Signature available with two cabin interior options. Helm seating includes a captain's bucket and a dual companion seat. The standard fiberglass hard top is perfect for all-season

boating. Well equipped standard, you can customize from an options list that includes underwater lights, a foredeck sun pad, a cockpit gas grill and a sound system upgrade. 

Center steps and a opening hard-
top hatch exclusive to Chaparral
speed access to a non-skid deck
complete with full-height rails. 

OPENING HARD TOP

LOA W/PLATFORM 33’6” (10.21M)
BEAM 10’ 6” (3.20M)  
FUEL 164 GAL (621L) 

WEIGHT 12,900 LBS (5,851KG) 
MAX. HP 640 HP (477KW) 

DEADRISE 18 DEGREES

The high-tech dash includes digi-
tal instrumentation and illuminated
rocker switches. A Garmin 5212
navigation system is optional. 

ERGONOMIC HELM 

The wet bar features a solid sur-
face countertop, pull-out faucet
and a trash receptacle. A stain-
less steel refrigerator is optional.

COCKPIT GALLEY

At the touch of a switch, the
Power Slide seat converts to a
full sun lounge with grab handles
and recessed drink holders. 

POWER SLIDE LOUNGE

Inviting U-shaped cockpit seating
and a standard dinette combine
with a wet bar for the ultimate in
on-the-water entertaining. 

U-SHAPED SEATING

330 SIGNATURE
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Sensational
DESTINATIONS AWAIT SHOWN IN WIDE BAND BLACK WITH SIGNATURE SERIES INTERIOR



Along with a single burner electric
stove, the galley also features a
stainless steel AC/DC refrigerator
and a microwave.

GOURMET GALLEY

You decide. The optional cabin 
design includes a forward dinette
that converts to a berth. Wood
cabin flooring is optional. 

OPTIONAL CABIN 

A huge plus rarely seen at this
length, the family friendly aft
cabin design has a sliding wood-
grain privacy door. 

AFT CABIN

The head features a sink, opening
portlight, storage, a stainless steel
grab handle and a VacuFlush head
with a changing seat covering. 

ENCLOSED HEAD

330 SIGNATURE
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SHOWN WITH OCEAN INTERIOR AND ACCESSORY PACKAGE  

STANDARD OPTIONAL



Our Signature 370 flagship sets the “standard” by which cruisers are measured. Literally. Here’s the deal. Some rivals create a misleading sticker price by cutting corners on the standard

equipment list. We wouldn’t dare. The 370 includes premium extras like a 7.3KW generator, 16,000 BTU air conditioner/heater system, a windlass and a premium sound system all in the

base price. A unique elevated helm allows 360 degree visibility. A streamlined dash console puts you in complete control. Gasoline or diesel propulsion...you decide.

An optional foredeck sun pad
complete with safety rails and
drink holders invites you to
stretch out and soak up the sun.

OPTIONAL SUN PAD

LOA W/PLATFORM 37’ (11.28M) 
BEAM 11’ 10’  (3.61M)  
FUEL 231 GAL (874L) 

WEIGHT 16,500 LBS (7,484KG) 
MAX. HP 760 HP (567KW) 

DEADRISE 18 DEGREES

Multi-function gauges, Power On
rocker switches and optional
Garmin electronics keep you 
motoring forward smoothly. 

COMMAND CONSOLE 

The 370's refreshing cockpit wet
bar features a sink, swivel faucet,
a solid surface countertop and a
stainless steel grab handle.

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

Let the good times flow. An 
insert dinette with built-in drink
holders is perfect for light meals
and on-the-water entertaining. 

COCKPIT DINETTE 

The 370 Signature is the perfect
mix of elegance, innovation and 
refined design. Enjoy complete 
luxury wrapped with a sporty edge.

FLAGSHIP STYLING

370 SIGNATURE
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Superior
TO EVERY CRUISER IN ITS CLASS

SHOWN IN WIDE BAND BLACK WITH SIGNATURE SERIES INTERIOR



The galley includes an AC/DC 
refrigerator, microwave and an 
automatic coffee maker. A two-
burner electric stove is a real plus. 

COMPLETE GALLEY

The forward island berth is 
designed so either passenger can
get up without interrupting their
partners sleep. 

FORWARD BERTH

Add a filler cushion to the spa-
cious aft cabin create to create a
berth for two. An optional DVD
flat screen TV is a must.

AFT CABIN

The stand-up head has vanity
storage, a shower with curtain, a
fan, mirror and a porcelain Vacu-
Flush head with holding tank.

ENCLOSED HEAD

Standard equipment includes an
air conditioner/heater, clothes
closets and two DVD flat screen
televisions with surround sound. 

MAIN CABIN

370 SIGNATURE
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SHOWN WITH ULTRALOUNGE INTERIOR AND ACCESSORY PACKAGE  
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LogOn
CHAPARRALBOATS.COM

CHAPARRALBOATS.COM covers “everything” Chaparral. Detailed specifications and standard equipment lists keep you in the know. Power-packed videos take you onboard. Online, you can

also review an impressive array of optional equipment. Everything from electronics to keep you on course, to canvas options that keep you covered, to extras that just make your time on the

water that much more enjoyable is there for your consideration. Chaparral also offers numerous “Packages” that combine our most popular extras in a cost-saving group. We encourage you

to spec out the boat of your dreams on Chaparral's state of the art Boat Builder at CHAPARRALBOATS.COM. Click your options and pick your color. Once you’ve designed your boat, we’ll

provide you with an MSRP you can use as a starting point in the process of purchasing your new Chaparral. You’ll find Chaparral’s professional sales team eager to fine tune a boat and a

price that’s perfect for your family in every way.  Please contact your local dealer using our website “Dealer Locator” to obtain a real quote on the exact boat you desire. We strongly encourage

you to purchase your new Chaparral from your local dealer who is fully committed to complete customer satisfaction and will provide you the ultimate boating experience.



XTREME VECTOR SERIES - VENUS / ALL MODELS 

CHOICE OF ARCH TOWER: WHITE OR BLACK

SIGNATURE STANDARD WITH GRAPHIC / 270 • 290 • 370 

SIGNATURE WIDE BAND / 310 • 330 

CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR:
WHITE, BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, ROULETTE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SIGNATURE WIDE BAND WITH GRAPHIC / 310 • 330 

CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, ROULETTE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SIGNATURE WIDE BAND / 270* • 290 • 370

CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR (*270 NOT AVAILABLE WITH DECK STRIPE):
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, ROULETTE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SIGNATURE WIDE BAND WITH GRAPHIC / 270* • 290 • 370

CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR (*270 NOT AVAILABLE WITH DECK STRIPE):
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, ROULETTE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

XTREME VECTOR SERIES - SATURN / ALL MODELS

CHOICE OF ARCH TOWER: WHITE OR BLACK

XTREME VECTOR SERIES - MARS / ALL MODELS 

CHOICE OF ARCH TOWER: WHITE OR BLACK

XTREME VECTOR SERIES - NEPTUNE / ALL MODELS 

CHOICE OF ARCH TOWER: WHITE OR BLACK

SUNESTA STANDARD / ALL MODELS

WHITE HULLSIDE WITH CHOICE OF GRAPHIC COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, FIRE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SUNESTA WIDE BAND / ALL MODELS

CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, FIRE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SUNESTA WIDE BAND WITH SPORT GRAPHIC / ALL MODELS

WHITE SPORT GRAPHIC WITH CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, FIRE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SUNESTA WIDE BAND WITH LOGO GRAPHIC / ALL MODELS

LOGO GRAPHIC WITH CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, FIRE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SUNESTA VAPOR / ALL MODELS

CHOICE OF MATCHING HULL BOTTOM, DECK STRIPE AND GRAPHIC COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, FIRE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SSX WIDE BAND / ALL MODELS

CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR (WHITE AND TEAK N/A: 287, 285):
WHITE, BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, ROULETTE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SSX WIDE BAND WITH POWER LINE ACCENT / 327 • 307 • 277 • 257

CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR WITH LIQUID SILVER OR PEARL POWER LINE ACCENT:
WHITE, BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, ROULETTE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

Color
OPTIONS

WWW.CHAPARRALBOATS.COM

WHITE

BLACK

BISCAYNE BLUE

FIRE RED

ROULETTE RED

STEALTH GRAY

TEAK

SSi STANDARD / ALL MODELS

WHITE HULLSIDE WITH CHOICE OF GRAPHIC COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, FIRE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SSi WIDE BAND / ALL MODELS

CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, FIRE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SSi WIDE BAND WITH SPORT GRAPHIC / ALL MODELS

WHITE SPORT GRAPHIC WITH CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, FIRE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SSi VAPOR / ALL MODELS

CHOICE OF MATCHING HULL BOTTOM, DECK STRIPE AND GRAPHIC COLOR:
BLACK,    BISCAYNE BLUE, FIRE RED, STEALTH GRAY AND TEAK

SSX CARBON SERIES / 287 • 285

BLACK HULL BOTTOM WITH CHOICE OF GRAPHIC COLOR
WHTIE AND ROULETTE RED

SSX CRYSTAL SERIES / 287 • 285

CHOICE OF MATCHING HULL BOTTOM AND GRAPHIC COLOR
WHTIE, BISCAYNE BLUE AND ROULETTE RED

SSX WIDE BAND WITH SPORT GRAPHIC / 287 • 285

WHITE SPORT GRAPHIC WITH CHOICE OF HULLSIDE COLOR:
BLACK, BISCAYNE BLUE, ROULETTE RED AND STEALTH GRAY

SSX STANDARD / 287 • 285

WHITE HULLSIDE WITH CHOICE OF GRAPHIC COLOR:
BLACK, BISCAYNE BLUE, ROULETTE RED AND STEALTH GRAY
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